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(57) ABSTRACT 

An injection mold apparatus has multiple injection zones, 
each zone having at least one heater and at least one 
temperature sensor generating a temperature indicating sig 
nal. A poWer source provides poWer to the heaters. A 
controller controls the temperature of at least some of the 
zones. For efficiency, the controller has tWo separate 
processors, a data-receiving processor for receiving tem 
perature indicating signal from each sensor as Well as poWer 
signals, and a control processor for receiving data from the 
data-receiving processor and for controlling the amount of 
poWer provided to the heaters. Preferably, the control is in a 
housing, With the housing mounted directly on the mold. 
Modi?ed PID calculations are utilized. PoWer calculations 
for the amount of poWer to the heaters utilizes a modulo 
based algorithm. 

22 Claims, 14 Drawing Sheets 
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CLOSED LOOP INTERACTIVE 
CONTROLLER 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

A portion (Appendices A-1, 2, 3, and 4) of this patent 
document contains material Which is subject to copyright 
protection. The copyright oWner has no objection to the 
facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent document or 
the patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trade 
mark Of?ce patent ?les or records, but otherWise reserves all 
copyright rights Whatsoever. 

BACKGROUND 

This invention relates to a controller integrated With 
apparatus for the purpose of controlling the operational 
parameters of the apparatus, and more particularly, to con 
trol circuitry operated by processors for a closed loop, 
self-remedial system. Aparticular application of the present 
invention relates to molds utiliZed With a plastic mold 
apparatus, such as a hot runner injection mold apparatus. 

In the injection mold industry, it is knoWn to have an 
injection mold apparatus having from one to tWo hundred 
plus molding stations. Molds having ninety-six stations are 
common. Each station is equipped With the functional ele 
ments necessary for carrying out the molding process, 
including a mold cavity, resin feed equipment, and heaters 
and chilling ?uid channels for maintaining resin and the 
mold in a proper molding condition. In a typical injection 
mold process, the folloWing steps sequentially take place: 
(1) the mold cavity closes; (2) molten resin is injected into 
the closed mold; (3) once the injected resin hardens, the 
mold is opened; and (4) a formed part is ejected from the 
opened mold. Each mold cavity can undergo changes in 
spacing as a result of repeated opening and closing as each 
?nished molded component is ejected. It is critical that the 
mold return to its precise spacing after the components are 
ejected and the mold is readied for the next batch. Moreover, 
in molding components, it is critical to maintain the tem 
perature of the resin Within a feW degrees of its desired melt 
temperature in order to achieve the proper quality of the 
molded components. Given the high production rate of 
injection molding apparatus, almost instantaneous recogni 
tion that the system is out of temperature control is needed. 

Conditions in the mold that are important in terms of 
product quality are the resin temperature, the mold 
temperature, and mold pressure. If these conditions are out 
of set ranges, the quality of the ?nal molded components can 
be adversely affected. For example the molded components 
can emerge With extraneous plastic along the edges, Which 
is knoWn as “?ash”. 

Other problems incurred With molding parts are variation 
and inconsistency in the Weight and quality of the compo 
nents. 

Conventional techniques for controlling operational 
parameters of a mold to maintain the parameters Within a 
range of acceptable reference parameters involves monitor 
ing the various parameters With sensors. The data detected 
by the sensors is transmitted as analog signals to a controller. 
Certain examples of the prior art are US. Pat. No. 5,551, 
857, issued Sep. 3, 1996, to Osami Fujioka, Which discloses 
controls for a molding apparatus 39 (FIG. 1); and US. Pat. 
No. 5,795,511, issued Aug. 18, 1998, to Peter G. KalantZis, 
Which discloses a memory function in FIG. 2 for the 
operational parameters of the hot side 24 of all injection 
molding machine. 
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2 
Some of the disadvantages of prior art techniques for 

monitoring and controlling the operational parameters of a 
mold apparatus are attributable to the use of large, stand 
alone controllers, external to the mold. These controllers are 
expensive, and require large kiloWatt poWer sources and 
large heavy cables for connection. The cables that provide 
the kiloWatt poWer generates resistance in the cables and 
produces unWanted noise that can result in inaccurate signals 
from the various sensors. Moreover, a large number of 
connectors need to be made to connect the mold controller 
to the mold, (ii) the injection mold apparatus, and (iii) a 
poWer source. Effecting these connections delays start-up of 
the equipment, and can contribute to high labor costs for 
production of molded parts. 

In vieW of the disadvantages of prior art techniques, there 
is a need for control apparatus, such as for an injection mold 
apparatus, and methods for operating the apparatus, that 
permit accurate, automatic and inexpensive control of opera 
tional parameters While minimiZing production of defective 
parts. 

SUMMARY 

The present invention is directed to an apparatus and 
method that satisfy this need. In particular, in one aspect of 
the present invention, an apparatus has multiple Zones, each 
Zone having at least one heater and/or chiller system, and at 
least one temperature sensor outputting a temperature indi 
cating signal. ApoWer source provides poWer to any heater, 
chilling ?uid is provided to any chiller system, and a 
controller controls the temperature of at least some of the 
Zones. The controller comprises a data-receiving processor 
and a separate control processor. The data-receiving proces 
sor receives a temperature indicating signal from each 
sensor. The separate control processor receives data from the 
data-receiving processor and controls poWer provided to the 
heaters and/or the temperature of chilling ?uid provided to 
the chilling system in response to the data received from the 
data-receiving processor. Each processor has its oWn central 
processing unit. 

Typically the apparatus is a hot runner injection mold 
having multiple injection Zones. Typically the controller 
comprises a closed loop feed back circuit. Preferably the 
data-receiving processors also calculate the root mean 
square current of each heater and/or root mean square of the 
output temperature of ?uid from the chiller. 

To avoid the problem of the expensive and error-inducing 
cables, preferably the controller is in a housing, Where the 
housing is mounted on the mold. If necessary, there can be 
an insulating air gap betWeen the housing and the mold to 
avoid heat from the mold overheating the processors. 

In order to avoid production of defective parts, preferably 
the apparatus comprises an alarm responsive to an out of 
control condition such as incomplete ejection of a molded 
component from the mold, out of speci?cation component 
quality, irregular spacing betWeen mold components, and 
incorrect Weight of molded components. The apparatus can 
comprise an automatic or manual control sWitch responsive 
to the alarm for shutting doWn any Zone responsible for the 
out of control condition. 

The apparatus typically utiliZes a poWer source providing 
AC current to the heaters. The control processor compares 
the actual temperature of each Zone against its target tem 
perature. The control processor provides an output signal for 
regulating the poWer source, and controls the total number 
of complete current cycles provided by the poWer source to 
each heater. This is accomplished by calculating the number 
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of current cycles required to achieve the target temperature 
based on the difference betWeen actual temperature and 
target temperature, and then comparing the number of 
current cycles needed against the actual number of cycles 
being provided to each heater. For this purpose, the appa 
ratus includes a detector, such as a transformer, for detecting 
the amount of current provided to each heater. 

The data-receiving processor and control processor pref 
erably are on separate printed circuit boards. Because the 
data-receiving function of data received from the heaters and 
the current sensors is processor-intensive for a large number 
of Zones, the data-receiving processor can comprise separate 
processor modules, each module having its oWn CPU. For 
eXample, for 96 Zones each module can be used for 48 Zones. 

In a preferred control processor, the amount of poWer 
needed for each heater is determined With a PID calculation, 
Where a range of limits is provided for the amount the poWer 
to be applied, independent of the PID calculation to prevent 
over heating the system. 

To minimiZe the calculation load on the ?rst processor, 
preferably the RMS value for detected current utiliZes an 
algorithm to calculate the sum of squares Which requires less 
processor capacity, as detailed beloW. 

To be certain, for power efficiency, that AC poWer is 
provided in complete cycles, the system includes a Zero 
cross-over detector and controls for starting and ending 
poWer application at Zero cross-over. 

Optionally, the present invention monitors each molding 
station With a sensor during the resin injection step. If the 
sensor detects that the mold is improperly opening during 
the injection step, Which can cause ?ash, the system auto 
matically increases the pressure utiliZed to keep the mold 
closed. 

The present invention also includes a system and method 
for starting up the apparatus, so that all Zones reach a startup 
target temperature at substantially the same time. This is 
effected by determining a heat-up time for each Zone, Where 
the heat-up time is equal to the amount of time required to 
heat up the adjacent portion of the apparatus to its start-up 
temperature With the heater on substantially full poWer. The 
heat-up times of the heaters are compared to identify the 
longest heat-up time. The amount of heat-up poWer for each 
heater is determined, the heat-up poWer for each Zone being 
the amount required to heat up the respective adjacent 
portions of the apparatus to its start-up temperature in the 
heat-up time. Then there is applied to each heater simulta 
neously its respective heat-up poWer, With the result that all 
portions of the apparatus reach their target temperature at 
substantially the same time. 

In a more general sense, a system according to the present 
invention controls the operation of an apparatus having a 
plurality of operating Zones, Where the system comprises at 
each Zone, at least one operating element (such as a heater), 
and a detector (such as a transformer) generating an oper 
ating signal representative of the operating state of the 
operating element (such as poWer to the heater). An input is 
provided for each operating element to vary an operational 
parameter (such as temperature) of each Zone. A sensor 
senses the operational parameter of each Zone and generates 
a corresponding analog sensing signal. The system includes 
a controller that comprises a ?rst processor for digitiZing the 
signals and determining from the signal the operating state 
of the operating element and the operational parameter of 
each Zone. The controller also includes a second processor 
for performing a PID calculation for each Zone based on the 
operating state and the operational parameter to determine 
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4 
the amount of input of each operating element to maintain 
the operational parameter of each Zone Within a selected 
range. The second processor preferably limits the maXimum 
amount of input determined by the PID calculation to 
prevent damage to the apparatus and operating elements. 
As a result of the combination of these features of the 

present invention, including separate processors for data 
receiving and control, a controller mounted directly on the 
apparatus Without cables, an efficient algorithm for calcu 
lating RMS values, use of full AC cycles for poWer to the 
heaters, and a system for detecting out of control conditions, 
it is possible to efficiently, effectively, and automatically 
manufacture molded parts. 

DRAWINGS 

These and other features, aspects and advantages of the 
present invention Will become better understood from the 
folloWing description, appended claims, and accompanying 
draWings Where: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW of a mold apparatus accord 
ing to the present invention, shoWing an interactive process 
manager (IPM) integrated With a mold having multiple 
Zones. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic vieW of the inside of the mold of 
FIG. 1, taken along line 2—2 in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a sketch illustrating techniques for controlling 
and monitoring the condition of the mold of FIG. 1 and the 
condition of molded components for the mold of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram shoWing the modules of the IPM 
and the relationship betWeen modules of the IPM of the 
apparatus of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 5 is block diagram of the temperature and current 
sensing data modules of the IPM of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 6 is a software How chart of the computations carried 
out for making decisions on poWer requirements for heaters 
of the mold of FIG. 1. 

FIGS. 7A and 7B are top and bottom plan vieWs, 
respectively, of a poWer driver unit of the IPM of FIG. 1 
shoWing the arrangement of the components that form a 
tWo-sided circuit board. 

FIGS. 7C and 7D are sectional vieWs of the poWer driver 
unit of FIGS. 7A and 7B, taken on lines 7C—7C and 
7D—7D, respectively, in FIG. 7A. 

FIG. 7E is a Wiring diagram of the poWer driver unit of 
FIGS. 7A and 7B that senses the current that is input to a 
processor module of the IPM. 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a processor module that is 
part of the IPM of FIG. 1 that controls the timing of the 
application of the calculated poWer to mold Zones. 

FIG. 9 is a How chart of softWare that controls the 
triggering of application of poWer for heating the mold 
Zones of the mold of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 10 is a How chart of the softWare that controls the 
poWer increments applied to each heater of the mold of FIG. 
1 in bringing the Zones to the operational reference tem 
perature. 

FIG. 11A is a time vs. temperature plot of the start-up 
technique of this invention for bringing each heater in the 
multiple Zones to a set point temperature of the mold of FIG. 
1. 

FIG. 11B is a time vs. temperature plot of the prior art 
start-up control for bringing multiple heaters to a set point 
temperature. 

FIG. 12 is a How chart of the softWare for accessing the 
IPM of FIG. 1 from a remote location. 
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FIG. 13 is a schematic vieW showing a closed loop control 
of a chilling function for the mold of FIG. 1, and the use of 
the IPM With other equipment relating to the injection 
molding operation. 

Appendices A-1 through A-4, Which are incorporated 
herein by reference, are descriptions and softWare listings of 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

DESCRIPTION 
Overall Apparatus 

Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, there is shoWn the general 
arrangement of a mold apparatus 10 according to the present 
invention. The mold apparatus 10 comprises multiple mold 
ing stations, each having a hot runner injection mold 12. As 
is typical in the industry, the mold 12 comprises a manifold 
backing plate 14, a core retainer plate 16, Which captures and 
holds in alignment a cavity plate 18, a mold cavity insert 19 
in the cavity plate 18, and a manifold plate 20. Integral With 
the mold 12 is an interactive process manager (IPM) 22 
connected via a data communication/poWer cable 24 to a 
communication/poWer unit 26 Which, in turn, is connected to 
an AC poWer source through a poWer cord 28. 

The IPM 22 includes a housing 30 af?xed to the mold, 
optionally, by leg elements 32 that support the IPM above 
the mold 12, providing a heat insulating air space 34 to 
minimiZe any heat transfer from the IPM 22 to the mold 12. 
Unlike prior art controllers, the IPM is directly attached to 
the mold 12, and only a single connection needs to be made 
With the cable 24 to the communications/poWer unit 26. 

Although the concept of an integrated IPM 22 is described 
herein in terms of a molding process in a hot runner injection 
mold, it is intended that it can be applied to a Wide range of 
apparatus Whose successful operation depend on measurable 
parameters that meet speci?c operating conditions important 
to turning out an acceptable end product, and Where there is 
a need for this system to correct itself Without outside 
intervention. This includes cold runner injection molds, spin 
molds, bloW molds, and the like. 

The communication/poWer unit 26 is equipped With a PC 
(personal computer) terminal 36 Which can be input infor 
mation from a local PC 38, or optionally a user can com 
municate through a remote computer connected to a phone 
line connection 39 for an internal modem 40 (FIG. 8). The 
communication unit 26 additionally is equipped With status 
indicator lamps 42, circuit breakers 43, and communication 
connection 44 for optional connection to a netWork control 
ling other apparatus. 
As shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3, the IPM 22 is integral With 

the mold 12. The core retainer plate 16 and the mold cavity 
insert 19, When aligned together, form a mold cavity 46, into 
Which molten resin is injected through an opening 45, to 
form a molded component 47. The core retainer plate 16 and 
the mold cavity insert 19 contain the male and female mold 
portions 16a, 19a, respectively, that shape molded compo 
nents 47. The manifold plate 20 and the cavity plate 18 are 
constructed to receive a hot runner injection noZZle body 48 
equipped With a noZZle tip that communicates With the mold 
cavity 46 through an injection gate (not illustrated). The 
plates 16 and 18 are restored in the proper spaced alignment 
after the mold separates to eject each molded component 47. 
The manifold plate 20 is formed With a hot runner manifold 
50 for supplying resin melt to the injection noZZle body 48. 
Monitoring Irregular Molding Condition 

FIG. 3 is a sketch illustrating monitors or detectors for 
controlling certain irregularities that can occur Within the 
mold. With reference to FIG. 3, a transducer 52 is ?xed 
Within the insert 19 for sensing the degree of movement 
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6 
betWeen the parting line formed by the mold surfaces 19b 
and 16b. Alternatively, the transducer can be ?xed to the 
core retainer plate 16. The quality of molded components 47 
ejected from the mold cavity 46 requires that the cavity 
insert 19 and the core retainer plate 16 be restored exactly to 
their original position after every time the mold opens to 
eject molded components 47 and is subsequently restored to 
its operating condition. Preferably, the transducer 52 is a 
microsWitch force sensor manufactured by HoneyWell of 
Minneapolis, Minn., FS series device. The transducer 52 
senses engagement of a projection 16c on surface 16b With 
a recess 19c in surface 19b. Cables 56 connect the transducer 
52 to the IPM 22, Which monitors the cavity plate line 
movement of the mold. In the event misengagement or 
misalignment is detected, the transducer 52 generates a 
millivolt signal through cables 56 for pick up by the IPM 22, 
Which triggers a default signal in the communication unit 26 
causing an alarm, and optionally, shutting doWn the affected 
mold. Also, an alarm in the IPM 22, as described beloW, is 
triggered. 

It can be important to measure the aggregate Weight of the 
components 47 as they are ejected from the mold cavity 46 
to make certain that the mold is operating properly. For this 
purpose, a receiving tray 58 is placed in the gravitational 
path of the components 47. The tray is supported on an 
electronic scale 60 that Weighs components ejected from the 
mold. Aconveyor 62 removes ?nished components 47 to an 
appropriate collection station. Other types of removal and 
collection devices can be employed in place of the conveyor 
62 such as, for example, a robotic sWeep arm (not illustrated) 
to collect ?nished components. The signal generated by the 
electronic scale 60 represents the aggregate Weight of the 
components. The signal is transmitted to the IPM 22 by a 
cable 63, Where it is received in memory in the IPM. In the 
event the aggregate Weight of the molded components 47 is 
outside a preselected Weight parameter, as recorded in 
memory, an alarm is activated in the communication unit 26, 
and optionally, the affected mold is shut doWn. 
The condition of the mold after each hardened molded 

component 47 is ejected is important, because it is necessary 
that the mold be ready to receive the molten resin for the 
next molding operation. A video camera 64 is positioned 
betWeen the parting line surfaces 19b and 16b for identifying 
any failure of the components 47 to clear the mold cavity 46 
after they are hardened or set. In particular, should a 
component fail to clear the cavity, the video picks up an 
obstruction, shoWing that surfaces 19b and 16b of the mold 
have one or more components stuck in a mold cavity. This 
signals an alarm, and optionally shuts doWn the mold. The 
video camera can also be used to remotely inspect the 
quality of the ejected components. 
The instantaneous recognition by the IPM of any one of 

these irregular conditions can shut doWn the mold 12, and/or 
can enable an operator to take timely action to correct 
irregularities. This minimiZes costly production of defective 
parts, Which may otherWise go undetected for an inordinate 
length of time. 
Temperature Control 
Good temperature control of the mold requires control of 

the temperature of each molding station. Although the 
folloWing discussion is directed to control of a single 
molding station provided With multiple heaters and multiple 
sensors, it should be understood that the IPM is simulta 
neously controlling the temperature of all molding stations 
of the mold 12, Where each molding station can have one or 
more heaters and one or more sensors. 

The quality of the molded components 47 depends, in 
part, on the ability of the system to maintain correct tem 
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perature. For this purpose, the hot runner manifold 50 
typically has one or more heaters. For example, a pair of 
heaters 66a and 66b are provided in the resin feed structure 
at one end, and heaters 68 and 70 are located Where the resin 
feeds to the hot runner noZZle body 48. The actual location 
and siZe of the heaters used depends on the type of resin 
employed and details of the molded component. A chilled 
Water system (see FIGS. 2 and 13) includes a Water chiller 
71, a chilled Water inlet line 72a, a chilled Water outlet line 
72b, and a chilling ?uid path 72c in the mold for keeping the 
cavity plate 18 and insert 19 at a desired temperature. The 
thermal effect of the heaters 66, 68, and 70 on resin passing 
through the hot runner manifold 50 and the hot runner noZZle 
body 48 is measured by sensors 74 and 76, typically 
thermocouples, strategically positioned in the system. The 
thermal effect of the chilled Water system is measured by a 
sensor 77, typically, a thermocouple sensor. The sensor 74 is 
used to control heaters 66a, 66b, and 68; the sensor 76 is 
used to control the heater 70; and the sensor 77 is used to 
control the outlet temperature of Water from the chiller 71. 
Thus, each molding station can have multiple Zones, Where 
each Zone has a sensor and one or more heaters or chillers 

responsive to the temperature sensed by the sensor. 
The heaters 66a, 66b, 68, and 70 are poWered by alter 

nating current, as described in detail beloW, by a poWer 
drive/current sensor module 78, to Which they are connected 
by heater cables 80, 81, 82, and 83, respectively. Each sensor 
74, 76, and 77 is connected to the IPM 22 by sensor cables 
85, 86, and 87, respectively. Each sensor generates an analog 
signal Which is transmitted by the sensor cables to the IPM 
22, Which is equipped With a processor for processing the 
measured signals, and thus controlling the poWer driver/ 
current sensor module 78 and the chiller 71, in a closed loop 
system, as described in detail beloW. 

Referring to FIGS. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7A, 7B, 7C, 7D, and 7E, the 
IPM controller 22 includes a ?rst, data-receiving processor 
module 88 (also referred to as a measurement processor 
module), and a second control processor 90, a modem 92, a 
failure alarm 94, and the poWer driver/current sensor module 
78. The failure alarm 94 can be triggered by the IPM 22 
sensing of the irregular conditions in the mold, as discussed 
above. The data-receiving processor module 88 receives 
temperature measurements and current measurements, as 
described in detail beloW. In this present invention, the 
control and measurement functions are split to different 
processors, because the measurement function is CPU inten 
sive requiring much processor capability. It has been found 
that this is a less expensive control system than to use a 
single processing unit for both control and measurement 
functions. 

Because measurement of temperature and current are 
CPU intensive, for a large number of Zones, the data 
receiving processor module 88 can require multiple proces 
sors. Thus, for the exemplary apparatus, shoWn in the 
draWings, Which has 96 Zones, there is a ?rst measurement 
processor 88a that is used for Zones 1—48, and a second 
measurement processor 88b that is used for Zones 49—96. 
For an exemplary Zone having one heater (such as heater 70) 
and one temperature sensor (such as sensor 76), each mea 
surement processor 88a and 88b is receiving data signals 
from 96 sources (2x48). Each measurement processor 88a, 
88b provides measurement data to the control processor 
through cables 89a and 89b, respectively. 
As shoWn in FIG. 4, the communication unit 26 is 

separate from the IPM unit 22. In addition to the components 
described earlier, the communication unit 26 has a step doWn 
transformer 98 that reduces the input voltage, typically 240 
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volts, to a loWer voltage, preferably about 24 volts. The 
reduced voltage from the transformer 98 is fed to a controller 
interface circuit 100 that supplies the reduced voltage poWer 
to the IPM 22, including the modem 92, the failure alarms 
94, and the poWer driver/current sensor module 78. 
The thermocouple sensors 74, 76, and 77 (FIG. 2) gen 

erate analog signals along the cables 85, 86, and 87. The 
signals are input through corresponding noise ?lters 102a, 
102b, and 102c (FIG. 5), and into a multiplex circuit 104. A 
suitable multiplex circuit 104 is available from Analog 
Devices of NorWood, Mass., ModelADG 409BN. The ?lters 
102 ?lter out any noise spikes introduced by the 240 volt 
supplied to the heaters, and serve to avoid disruption of the 
millivolt signals generated by the thermocouple sensors. 
The millivolt signals from the multiplex circuit 104 are 

fed to ?rst and second sequential OP ampli?ers 106 and 107, 
counted and digitiZed in an AD converter. The ?rst OP 
ampli?er 106 ampli?es the loW level thermocouple signal. 
The second ampli?er 107 is referenced to a thermocouple 
cold junction circuit 112. The second OP 107 ampli?er adds 
the cold junction compensation sign from the cold junction 
circuit 112 to the thermocouple signal. This is necessary 
because thermocouples do not measure absolute tempera 
ture. They only measure the temperature difference betWeen 
the end of the thermocouple cable in the mold, and the end 
of the thermocouple Which is connected to the measurement 
processor module 88. The cold junction compensator 112 
gives a signal to adjust for the “ambient” temperature of 
processor module 88. Asuitable ?rst ampli?er 106 is avail 
able from Linear Technology, Model No. LT1100; a suitable 
second ampli?er 107 is available from Analog Devices of 
NorWood, Mass., Model OP27. A suitable AD converter is 
available from National Semiconductors, Model ADC 
1251C1J. The AD converter 108 is provided With a precision 
voltage reference circuit 114. 

With reference to FIGS. 7A—7E, the poWer driver/current 
sensor module 78 serves tWo functions. First, it senses the 
current ?oWing to each heater, and transmits the sensed data 
to the IPM 22. Second, it responds to instructions from the 
IPM 22 to provide the necessary amount of current to each 
heater. In particular, the poWer driving unit 78 inputs analog 
current signals to the processor module 88. The current for 
each heater is sensed by a corresponding transformer 118 
(FIG. 7) as part of the poWer driver/current sensor module 
78. The signals pass through conductors 116 for Zones 1—48 
and through conductors 117 for Zones 49—96 to a multiplex 
circuit 119 (FIG. 5). A suitable multiplex circuit 119 is 
available from Analog Devices, as Model DG408DJ. The 
current signals pass through an OP ampli?er 120 (such as 
Analog Devices OP27), and are counted and digitiZed in an 
AD converter 122 (such as National Semiconductors Model 
ADC 1251CIJ), and input into a microprocessor 123. A 
suitable microprocessor 123 is available from Dallas Semi 
conductor of Dallas, Tex., as part number DS87C520, Which 
operates at about 11 MHZ. The measured temperature and 
current data from the processors 88a, 88b are input to the 
control processor 90 through cables 89a and 89b, respec 
tively. The control processor 90 evaluates the input data and 
determines the poWer requirements necessary to maintain 
the Zones at target operating conditions. 

FIG. 7E shoWs a circuit diagram representing a portion of 
the poWer driver unit 78 for one Zone. In practice, a typical 
poWer driver unit 78 includes a series of the circuits shoWn 
in FIG. 7C, one for each heater. AC poWer is provided over 
AC conductors 127, 129, across Which, connected in 
parallel, is a poWer driver sWitch 126 (also referred to as a 
poWer triac). The current transformer coil 118, in series With 












